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toxic than dicyanodiamide to nitrifying organisms, although in soils
the toxic action of the former is relatively less because o{ its much
more rapid disappearance.

XVII. H. L. RrcnenosoN. " Studies on Colcium Cyanam'kb.
III. Stonge and Mixing ztith Supetphosphale." Joumal of
Agricultural Science, 1932, Yol. XXII, pp. 348-357.

There was no appreciable loss oI nitrogen from Calcium Cyana-
mide during storage under good larm conditions for two years, and
only slight changes in the forms of the nitrogen present. Less than
I per cent. was converted to dicyanodiamide after one year. Mixiag
Calcium Cyanamide and superphosphate caused changes that varied
greatly with the conditions ; in a farm mixture spread in a thin layer
after mixing, one-slxth of the nitrogen was changed to dicyanodi-
amide within a day, and one quarter in a month. In a series oI
laboratory mixtures the proportion of nitrogen converted to dicyano-
diamide varied regularty with the composition, a maximum o{ 5O
per cent. being reached in the rnixture containing 20 per cent. of
Calcium Cvanamide.

Both this paper and the first in the series contain apPendices
describing the special analytical methods used ir the investigations.

STATISTICAL METHODS AND RESULTS
(Statistical Department )

(a) MATHEMATICAL THEoRI'

XVIII. R. A. Frsnrn. " The Moments of the Distributiott Jor
Normal Samples of Measures of Deladure Jron Notmality."
Proceedings of the Roval Society of London, A, 1930,
Vol. CXXX, pp. 16-28.

Two methods are given for discussing the distribution of the
ratios of the sl,mmetric fimctions k , kn obtained from
samples from a normal distribution to the powers of l<2 of the same
degree.

The first method consists in the development of recurrence
relations expressing the ratios lrom a sample of n in terms of the
corresponding ratios from a sample of n-l observations, and of a
paxameter distributed independently in a lstown distribution.
Theoretically, all the properties of the general distribution could be
obtained from these relations in conjunction with a study of samples
of 3,4, 5 . . observations.

The relations are used to derive the exact values of the first three
even moments of the simplest ratio y, and of the simpler non-
vanishing moments of the simultaneous distribution oI all the
ratios. It is obs€rved that these moments are very simply related to

the corresponding moments of the distribution of k, k . . . given
1I1 a Preuous PaPer.

The second method is an application of the method of sl, nbolical
operators developed by the author, which confirms the generality
of the relationship found. The moments of the one distribution rnay
thus be inferred direcfly from that oI the other for which the com-
binatorial procedure is available.
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XlX. I. WtsH.cnr - " Tfu Meat atd second Momatt Coefuietr
oi th, MuttiOle Conelalion Co? frcient, it Samples from a
'ilmnal Poiutation" Biometrika, l93l Vol. XXII, pp'
353$6r.

The exact distribution of tbe multiple correlation coemcient was
giten in the Proceedinqs of the Roval Society, A (Vol CXXI. pp'
6sa-oza) i" 1928. Frori this anv required proPerty of the distribu-
tion ma'v be directlv obtained. In the present paper the mear and
variancd of R'! Ior'nz:2, 4, ard 6 axe calculated, ard -t!e- 8e1ryr4
formula inferred. It is pointed out that the moments of R itself do
not seem to be capable of simplification-

XX. J. WISHART. " Notes o* Frequency Constan'Ls." Jorr-mal of
ihe Institute of Actuaries, 1931, Vol. LXII, pp- 17+177 -

A note on the notation and use oI statistics derived from sums of
pouers of the observations, with especial reference to previous dis-
iussions bv Lidstone and Steffenson on lhe moments of Pearson and
the semi-iivarian t s of Thiele.

XXI. R. A. FISHER AND J. WrsrLA.Rr. " The Deriuatiun of the

Pqttern Formulae o1 Tu o-.ay Partiliotts Jron thnse o!
Simbkt Paltems." Pioceedingsof the London Matbematical
Soci;ty, l93l , Series 2. Vol. XxxllI, Pp. 195-208.

A method is developed of calculating the function 9f rl !o !e
a-ssociated witl aDV two-wav partition -in the eva-luation of the
cumularts of the sampling diitribution of the approPriate moment
statistics A. bv expandiniit in terms of the functions of partitions
having simptir pitte*ti When columns of two or three entries
occurihe siinplification is extremely rapid. 1he method is, however,
eeneralised for all cases." A proof is given of the vanishhg oI the lunctions corresponding
to all pattems" in which the ro*s riay be divided into two groups
haviag only a single column in common.

XXII- l- WrsHARr. " The Analvsts ol Varianee lUus'ruted in its
Aiplication to a Com pler .lgricultural Et perin'ed on S,ugar

Biit." Arcbiv fiir Pfl-anzenbau, 1931, Vol. V, pp 56l-584'

A tlescription is given oI a complex experiment on ttre 
-manurin^-g

of two variities of s'usar b€et, carried oul at Rothamsted in 1929'

The special experimen ldescribed is o f a complex type, but is treated by
deterinining i number of standard errois appropriate to sPecia!

comparisons. While there is less certa.inty in such a case- as t-o thJ
eenJine validitv of these errors in their ippropriateness lor all the
Iomparisons possible, the treat advantage in precision to be obtained
by combinirg diverse enquiries in large aJId complex expenments
sdems at thi! early stage to outweigh the convenience of simply
demonstrable estimates of error.

XXIII- T- O- IRwl)i. " Mathematical Theorems imtohted' in the

Ankysis oJ I'ariance." Joumal of the Royal Statistical
Socitiiy, 1931, Vol. XCIV, pp. 284300.

In ttris paper prools are given of the essential theorems involved
in ttre " anityiis ,if variance:' method which R. A. Fisher has inven-
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ted. An endeavour has been made to treat them in an elementary
manner, so as to make them available in one place for the
mathematical-statistical student oI average ability, or any others
interested in the subject. For this reason somewhat full ptoofs have
been given and points dealt with in detail which will appear obvious
to the highly trained matbematical statistician.

(6) GrNrucs
XXIV. R. A. FrsrrER. " The Eoolution oJ Domh.anee-" Bio-

logical Reviews, 1931, Yol. \rI, pp. 345-368.
The theory that the genetical phenomeron of domina.nce is itself

a product of the evolutionary process ratler than a necessarlr con-
sequence of the biochemical organisation of the nucleus, was first
put forward in f928, in connection with the facts which are now
lsrov.n about mutations in species bred in la,rge numbers for genetical
purposes such x Drosophil,a arrd. Gammarus. Since this publication
very numerous groups of genetical facts have been brought
to the attention of the author respecting the domesticated
sp€cies, and species showiag polymorphism in nature, which strongly
confirm and amplify the original proposition, ard in conjunction with
it, throw much [ght upon the genetic situations in thqse forms.
This paper draws togetler the evidence from various fields, and
indicates tle special cases in which the theory may be tested by
further experiment.

XXV. R. A. Frsnrn, F. R. IMmn aNo OroF TBottt- " The
Cenetical Interfuetatiott of Statistics oJ the Third. Deyee bt
the Study oJ Quantitatil)e luheritatte." Genetics, 1932,
Vol. XVII, pp. tO7-124.

A genetical interpretation is given for various second and tlird
moment statistics nhich are of use in studying quartitative
inheritance.

Published data. taken from lettuce ard maize, and unpublished
data from barley crosses are used to illustrate how the proElem may
be attacked. The special needs of data adequate for-this purpose
are illnstrated, arrd certain possible precautions in planning- the
experiments are pointed out.

A study of the skewaess of seven distributions for strains of mice
selected for high ard low tailring number indicated that the theo-
retical negative associa.tion between the statistics A, aJld &u in selected
strains could probably be evaluated.

Formulae are given by which the elfect o{ the dominance bias in
the heterozygote in relation to the measurable characters oI the
homo,,ygotes in Fr or Fr distributions or various types of crosses maJ,
be calculated.

The two common sources of bias (metrical and dominance) are
discussed and data from a barley cross used to illustrate the results
obtained when the former is of major importance.

Since the combined effect of the dominance and metrical biases
may be obtaiaed experimentally in many different ways, an empirical
test of the consistency of the genetical interpretations is ava.ilable. a-s

well as an opportunity of evaluathg ard eliminating the metrical
bias.

Standard errors are given for the dif{erent statistics used.
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